
 

 
“We are a great country, and shall become one 

of the greatest in the universe if we preserve 
it. We shall sink into insignificance and 

adversity if we suffer it to be broken.” 
~ Sir John A. Macdonald ~ 

 
What does it mean to suffer one's country to be broken? It may 
mean giving aid and cover to its enemies. It may include looking 
the other way while those dedicated to its destruction gain a 
toehold in major national institutions. It may mean making 
excuses for those who hate the country by saying that they don't 
really mean their treasonous words, or are really victims of 
bigotry and misfortune, or are mentally ill. It may include thinking 
that all is well merely because our cultural elites and opinion-
makers say it is. 
 
Radical Islam is on the march throughout the world, and Canada 
is not immune to its threat. Jihad has come to our shores in a 
double-pronged movement: violent attacks to make us afraid, and 
"peaceful" integration to lull us into false complacency. Our 
weekly Newsletter collects the voices of those who are sounding 
the alarm, warning us that we cannot give over the protection of 
our country to anyone, not even those such as the RCMP who are 



ostensibly committed to saving us: they have already been 
penetrated by the enemy in multiple ways. 
 
Our request is that you read these Newsletters carefully and 
pledge yourself to the protection of our way of life.  
 

Canada 
The best explanation of SNC-Lavalin scandal yet 
 
A Conservative motion in the House of Commons calls on Prime Minister 
Justin Trudeau to testify. Calgary Nose Hill MP Michelle Rempel lays out 
exactly what this is about and why it matters.  

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4Vx6kmfutc 

 

Justin Trudeau has fallen from grace – and he has 
no one to blame but himself 
 
Wilson-Raybould said last week that Trudeau and his aides subjected her 
to ‘inappropriate pressure’ in an attempt to persuade her to stop corruption 
charges being leveled against SNL-Lavalin, a global engineering firm 
headquartered in Trudeau’s home city, Montreal. She dug in her heels and 
Trudeau lost. And that’s when the PM made his fatal mistake. Instead of 
holding his smarting enemy in a clinch, he demoted her to the post of 
Minister of Veterans Affairs. He’s still denying there was a row, which 
nobody is buying. 

https://spectator.us/justin-trudeau-fallen-grace/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4Vx6kmfutc
https://spectator.us/justin-trudeau-fallen-grace/


International media on Trudeau's SNC-Lavalin 
scandal: 'The fresher the face, the more obvious 
the blemishes' 

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau came to office amid a flurry of adulation 
from the international press, with magazine profiles, goofy web videos and 
stories about his flashy socks. Now, as the SNC-Lavalin scandal seizes his 
government, the tone has noticeably shifted. A persistent theme of the 
coverage is that the international Trudeau brand is massively under threat. 
Here are the top headlines and opinions on the SNC-Lavalin affair from 
around the world. 

https://nationalpost.com/news/politics/international-media-on-trudeaus-
snc-lavalin-scandal-the-fresher-the-face-the-more-obvious-the-blemishes 

Canada: Muslim who said “all non-Muslims should 
be killed” ordered to meet weekly with imam for 
Islam instruction 

After returning to Toronto following a failed attempt to join ISIS, Pamir 
Hakimzadah told a witness “all non-Muslims should be killed” and Canada 
should be under Islamic law, a Crown prosecutor alleged in documents 
obtained by Global News. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/03/canada-muslim-who-said-all-non-
muslims-should-be-killed-ordered-to-meet-weekly-with-imam-for-islam-
instruction 

Banned from Participating in the Festival of 
Literary Diversity – excellent video 
 
“The fact that you cannot bring yourself to state the obvious – that some 
cultures like that of Nazi Germany or of ISIS – are culturally inferior, tells 
me, the son of a Holocaust survivor, that the effect of your sincere efforts is 
to dignify cultures that abuse women and gays and religious minorities.”  

Excellent video hosted by Christine Douglass-Williams with guests Howard 
Rotberg, Diane Bederman, Paul Merkley and Salim Mansur. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jSR94dGTReQ 

 

https://www.esquire.com/lifestyle/a19839661/justin-trudeau-emmanuel-macron-awkward-hugging-etiquette/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjVuv4p-TJM
https://www.chatelaine.com/living/politics/justin-trudeau-socks/
https://nationalpost.com/news/politics/international-media-on-trudeaus-snc-lavalin-scandal-the-fresher-the-face-the-more-obvious-the-blemishes
https://nationalpost.com/news/politics/international-media-on-trudeaus-snc-lavalin-scandal-the-fresher-the-face-the-more-obvious-the-blemishes
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/03/canada-muslim-who-said-all-non-muslims-should-be-killed-ordered-to-meet-weekly-with-imam-for-islam-instruction
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/03/canada-muslim-who-said-all-non-muslims-should-be-killed-ordered-to-meet-weekly-with-imam-for-islam-instruction
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/03/canada-muslim-who-said-all-non-muslims-should-be-killed-ordered-to-meet-weekly-with-imam-for-islam-instruction
http://thefoldcanada.org/about/our-mission/
http://thefoldcanada.org/about/our-mission/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jSR94dGTReQ


 

C3RF Member Update – 08/03/19  
 
This week's update discusses the SNC-Lavalin scandal and the threat posed 
to "rule of law" - the pillar upon which Canadian rights and freedoms 
rest.  The analysis is deeper than most as it goes to motivating factors that 
include the development of enabling money pots and surreptitious 
legislation - all of which appear to have been put in place to satisfy global 
imperatives in the form of Agenda 2030 and "climate change". See what 
you think and pass along if you like. 
 
On another note: 
 
In closing out this section on current operations, it has taken some time 
but the courts are now ready to proceed with a “free speech” case that is 
of great interest to C3RF. Recall that in November 2017, our friends at 
ACT! For Canada organized the world premiere of the documentary “Killing 
Europe”. Twenty-six hours before the event was to take place, the Ottawa 
Public Library cancelled it. Valerie Price, National Director of ACT! For 
Canada and Madeline Weld, leader of the Ottawa chapter of ACT, applied 
for a judicial review of the Library’s decision to cancel the showing. They 
are being represented by the Judicial Centre for Constitutional Freedoms 
(JCCF). A cross examination that is not open to the public takes place next 
Wednesday, March 13th in Ottawa. A hearing date will be scheduled later 
in the year and C3RF will apprise you of time and place when it is 
announced. 



  
Valerie and Madeline are both founding members of Citizens for Charter 
Rights and Freedoms (C3RF) and we will continue to update you on the 
proceedings as the case unfolds. C3RF sees this case as central to the 
preservation, or diminishment, of your Charter Right to free expression – 
including the right to have access to expressive materials. In the 
meantime, rest assured that C3RF will continue to connect the dots in the 
ongoing SNC-Lavalin scandal while advocating for your Charter Rights and 
Freedoms – including equality before the law for all. 

Letter Writing Campaign  
 
Should Doug Ford approve the Islamic Party of Ontario? 
 
http://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com/render?ca=20fd7c65-757a-4648-
a91f 

 

“Every accommodation non-Muslims make for 

 Muslims moves our culture, our beliefs and our 

 legal systems one step closer to Sharia law.” 

~ Dr. Bill Warner ~ 
 

Important Conference 
ALL-DAY NATIONAL TEACH-IN: 

 

“The New Taboo: 
Respect for the Rule of Law in Canada” 

 
Sunday, March 17, 2019 

 8:30 AM – 4:15 PM 
Toronto, Ontario 

 
All details re speakers, ticket purchase, etc. here: 

http://www.cftrl.org/conference.html 

http://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com/render?ca=20fd7c65-757a-4648-a91f
http://campaign.r20.constantcontact.com/render?ca=20fd7c65-757a-4648-a91f
http://www.cftrl.org/conference.html


 

The Persecution of 

Tommy Robinson 
“The Last Lion” 

 

 
 

For those of us who have followed Tommy Robinson's story over 
the years, the news that he is to be re-tried later this month for 
breaking a publication ban was a horrifying blow, but not a 
surprising one.  
 
British authorities have persecuted Tommy for years, trying to 
break his spirit, to terrify him into silence, and even perhaps to 
make him more vulnerable to the death threats that have become 
a regular part of his life. He has been prosecuted and imprisoned 
on a series of relatively inconsequential infractions while Muslim 
child-rapists were allowed to walk free for years. 
 



The British government and ruling class are terrified of the rage of 
hundreds of thousands of radical Muslims who do not respect 
British traditions, culture, or law. They despise Robinson because 
he has spoken out repeatedly against the special accommodations 
and cover-ups offered to criminal Muslim gangs so that ordinary 
Britons would not know what was going on. Rather than stand up 
against the Islamization of British towns - and the sharia 
compliance, violence, no-go zones, and hatred against 'infidels' 
that go along with it - they have attempted to silence Robinson. 
Some of us fear that they would even be happy if Robinson were 
killed by Antifa or Islamists.  
 
Tommy has already suffered unbearably for his supposed "crime" 
(a not very serious one, if it is a crime at all) of filming outside a 
courthouse. For that, he was imprisoned for over 2 months, during 
which time he was threatened and abused constantly. Now the 
entire farce must be repeated, with the possibility that he will 
receive a two-year sentence. 
 
Unlike those whose abuses he has exposed, Tommy is a good 
man, a loving father and husband, and a patriot who has sought 
to save working-class girls from sexual violence. He has never 
advocated violence or racial supremacy. But he is treated as a 
pariah by the globalist elites for whom his truth-telling and love of 
country are inconvenient and embarrassing.  
 
Please support Tommy by following his story closely, spreading 
the word about this injustice, and donating anything you can 
afford to his legal defense.  Go here: 
 

https://www.tr.news/freedom-for-tommy/ 

First, They Came for Tommy …. 
 

Tommy is the voice of all of those who are standing up against, or who are 
struggling to work up the nerve to stand up against, this surrender – all 
those who don’t want their children and grandchildren to live as dhimmis, 
in a caliphate, under sharia law. It seems to me that for a great many of 
those who can’t bring themselves to stand shoulder to shoulder with 
Tommy, the problem is not cowardice, exactly, but something having to do 
with manners and image, with deeply inculcated ideas about propriety and 

https://www.tr.news/freedom-for-tommy/


good form and knowing one’s place. One can only wish that those who 
have not yet decided to capitulate to the Religion of Peace should stop 
worrying so much about keeping a stiff upper lip and instead grow a spine, 
find their voices, and have this guy’s back. Now. For soon it’ll be too late.    

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273039/first-they-came-
tommy%E2%80%A6-bruce-bawer 
 

Tommy Robinson: Continued harassment and 
intimidation of my family by media working with 
far left 
Language warning: in order to explain the total depravity of the people 
sent to harass and terrify my kids, I quote some very foul racist language 
used in tweets by someone else. This context is vital to understand what is 
happening here. If these words are taken out of context, you'll all see just 
how depraved and vicious the hate against me is. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ivhPrHQ6iUI 

NOTE: Sign up at http://www.globalaim.co.uk so Tommy can contact 

you when he eventually gets deleted. 

Facebook’s Tommy Robinson takedown 

So now not only has Facebook banned Tommy Robinson, but the website 
has also implied that those who praise and support Robinson are also 
banned, all without a shred of evidence. Not one screenshot, not one quote 
even, and all of the documentation that was a part of Robinson’s five years 
of posting, all of the evidence that proves that the Luton native does not 
espouse violence against Muslims or use dehumanizing language to 
describe Muslims, has also been erased. It is Facebook’s word against his, 
and his followers are also implicated in the slander by association. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/03/facebooks_tommy_robins
on_takedown.html#ixzz5h8CGjWBv 
 

Trade Union Barons’ Lobby Wants Tommy Robinson 
Banned from ‘Public Spaces’ 
 
“I loathe Robinson. But calling for him to be banned from public spaces is 
positively despotic,” commented Paul Embery, a trade unionist with the 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273039/first-they-came-tommy%E2%80%A6-bruce-bawer
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273039/first-they-came-tommy%E2%80%A6-bruce-bawer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ivhPrHQ6iUI
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&v=ivhPrHQ6iUI&redir_token=5OJIgF-tCsz2zL427aaUKK3WbL98MTU1MTk2OTAzNkAxNTUxODgyNjM2&q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.globalaim.co.uk
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/03/facebooks_tommy_robinson_takedown.html#ixzz5h8CGjWBv
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/03/facebooks_tommy_robinson_takedown.html#ixzz5h8CGjWBv
https://twitter.com/PaulEmbery/status/1101117183961296897


Fire Brigades Union in London and noted Brexit campaigner. Get a grip of 
yourselves, comrades.” 
 
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/03/03/trade-union-barons-lobby-
tommy-robinson-banned-public-spaces/ 
 

Amazon Bans Tommy Robinson’s Book, 
‘Mohammed’s Koran’ 

Some will applaud this as the ultimate and laudable demise of 
“Islamophobia,” but it is actually far more insidious. If the motivating 
ideology of jihad terrorists cannot be criticized or even discussed openly, 
jihad terrorists will have an absolutely free hand. They will act with 
impunity, secure in the knowledge that any criticism of their activities will 
be shut down the same way Tommy Robinson was shut down. 

Whatever anyone thinks of Tommy Robinson or the Qur’an, this is a 
serious matter that anyone who cares about the freedom of speech should 
be extremely concerned about. 

https://pjmedia.com/homeland-security/amazon-bans-tommy-robinsons-
book-mohammeds-koran/ 

Now They’re Coming for Tommy 
 

In a shocking twist today, the Government have decided to recharge 
Tommy Robinson for the same incident.  His two charges are breaching a 
reporting restriction and causing anxiety to the Muslim man that is now 
convicted of child rape. This comes a week after Facebook removed Mr. 
Robinson from their platform in a hope that his movement is quashed. 

https://www.tr.news/freedom-for-tommy/ 

Disgrace: After Tommy Robinson Exposed BBC 
Corruption, UK to 'Recharge' Him for Last Year's 
Non-Incident 

The Tommy Robinson saga is a long one, but the latest chapter began on 
February 23, when he pulled back the curtain - or shall we say turned the 
tables? - on the BBC with a breathtaking documentary, Panodrama, in 
which vile Panorama presenter John Sweeney, who had planned a 

https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/03/03/trade-union-barons-lobby-tommy-robinson-banned-public-spaces/
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/03/03/trade-union-barons-lobby-tommy-robinson-banned-public-spaces/
https://pjmedia.com/homeland-security/amazon-bans-tommy-robinsons-book-mohammeds-koran/
https://pjmedia.com/homeland-security/amazon-bans-tommy-robinsons-book-mohammeds-koran/
https://www.tr.news/freedom-for-tommy/


definitive, but fake, “exposé” of Tommy, was exposed not only as a 
preposterously dishonest excuse for a journalist but as an all-around 
unsavory human being. Tommy’s hidden-camera video of Sweeney, which 
I wrote about here on February 26, should have resulted in Sweeney’s 
immediate termination and initiated a thorough parliamentary investigation 
of the BBC. Instead, it’s resulted in several major 
actions against Tommy by corporate and government players around the 
world. 

https://pjmedia.com/trending/disgrace-after-tommy-robinson-exposed-bbc-
corruption-uk-to-recharge-him-for-last-years-non-incident/ 

Freedom of Speech 
Trump Promises Executive Order Denying Funds to 
Anti-Free Speech Universities 
 

President Trump vowed to issue an executive order protecting free speech 
at America’s universities Saturday. “We reject oppressive speech codes, 
censorship, political correctness and every other attempt by the hard left to 
stop people from challenging ridiculous and dangerous ideas. These ideas 
are dangerous,” Trump said. “Today I’m proud to announce that I will be 
very soon signing an executive order requiring colleges and universities to 
support free speech if they want federal research grants.” 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273041/trump-promises-executive-
order-denying-funds-anti-matthew-vadum 
 

How Social Justice Ideologues Hijacked a Legal 
Regulator 
 

I would not be the person I am without freedom of thought and 
expression. I will not be told what to say or what to value—especially by 
the regulator of what is supposed to be a body of independent lawyers. 
Compelling speech is unconscionable regardless of the principles a person 
is made to parrot. Today, we are being told to promote “equality, diversity 
and inclusion.” But once this line has been crossed, the content doesn’t 
matter. And tomorrow, we might be asked to pledge allegiance to some 
other ideological doctrine. 

https://pjmedia.com/trending/sweeney-agonistes-tommy-robinson-turns-the-tables-on-the-bbc/
https://pjmedia.com/trending/disgrace-after-tommy-robinson-exposed-bbc-corruption-uk-to-recharge-him-for-last-years-non-incident/
https://pjmedia.com/trending/disgrace-after-tommy-robinson-exposed-bbc-corruption-uk-to-recharge-him-for-last-years-non-incident/
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273041/trump-promises-executive-order-denying-funds-anti-matthew-vadum
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273041/trump-promises-executive-order-denying-funds-anti-matthew-vadum


https://quillette.com/2019/02/11/how-social-justice-ideologues-hijacked-a-
legal-regulator/ 
 

Muslim Women’s Day 
 

How Best to Celebrate Muslim Women's Day? 

I don't know exactly what we're supposed to do for Muslim Women's Day, 
but my guess is that we give them what Mohammed did.  This means their 
testimony is worth only half a man's; that we may beat them if they speak 
out too loudly; that their husbands get off lightly for cheating; that the 
women get far worse for it; that we force all the ladies into hijabs; and that 
if any woman is happily married, we allow three other women to share her 
husband with her.  Is this for or against them?   

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/03/how_best_to_celebrate
_muslim_womens_day.html 
 

 

Islamophobia 
 
Codifying Islamophobia  

An Islamic “expert” states that Islamophobia is racist, it is bigoted, it 
causes Muslims harm, suffering, or hurt feelings. Warner makes the same 
point as I’ve made elsewhere; that Islamophobia has no metaphysical 
power to physically harm anyone. It has the potency of the term “jerk” or 
“doofus.” Muslims in the UK, however, are demanding full legal protection 

https://quillette.com/2019/02/11/how-social-justice-ideologues-hijacked-a-legal-regulator/
https://quillette.com/2019/02/11/how-social-justice-ideologues-hijacked-a-legal-regulator/
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/03/how_best_to_celebrate_muslim_womens_day.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/03/how_best_to_celebrate_muslim_womens_day.html


from “Islamophobia,” and the definition of “Islamophobia” has finally been 
articulated: 

“Islamophobia is rooted in racism and is a type of racism that 
targets expressions of Muslimness or perceived Muslimness.” 

https://edwardcline.blogspot.com/2019/03/codifying-islamophobia.html 

Virtue Signaling at its Sickest 
 

If something happens – however trivial – that can be presented as an 
example of infidel-on-Muslim transgression, all rules are off. Or, rather, all 
the rules are turned entirely upside down. To prove they’re not 
Islamophobes, millions of Brits gang up on a helpless teen. Bailey McLaren, 
a 16-year-old working-class boy from Yorkshire jumped on Jamal, a 15-
year-old Syrian-born classmate, in the schoolyard. Although nobody was 
seriously harmed in the fracas, the British media rushed to report at length 
on it. Because Bailey held Jamal down while pouring a bottle of water on 
his face, he was described as having committed an act of “waterboarding.” 
Because Jamal was Syrian, Bailey's action was characterized as “racist.” 
 
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/272602/virtue-signaling-its-sickest-
bruce-bawer 
 

Media 

Big Tech, Once a CPAC Sponsor, Is Now Its 
Boogeyman 

You and I know the mainstream media usually snubs or smears Project 
Veritas.  Today, Veritas broke through. The New York Times covered my 

speech at CPAC and our investigation into Facebook in their article, “Big 
Tech, Once a CPAC Sponsor, Is Now Its Boogeyman.” Mr. O’Keefe, whose 
appearance was relegated to a cramped conference room last year, was 
welcomed to the main stage by raucous applause 

https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/big-tech-once-a-cpac-sponsor-is-now-its-
boogeyman/ 
  

https://edwardcline.blogspot.com/2019/03/codifying-islamophobia.html
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/272602/virtue-signaling-its-sickest-bruce-bawer
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/272602/virtue-signaling-its-sickest-bruce-bawer
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/big-tech-once-a-cpac-sponsor-is-now-its-boogeyman/
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/big-tech-once-a-cpac-sponsor-is-now-its-boogeyman/


James O’Keefe of Project Veritas on the Power of 
Media, and the Public’s Right to Know at Any Cost— 
 
Journalism today is just all about opinion. It’s all making moral judgments 
about the news, and we’re not really getting any actual raw information. 
And in fact, arguably, journalists think that you shouldn’t have the raw 
information, that the raw is dangerous that it creates herd instincts, it could 
create prejudice. But what happens is social-media companies are starting 
to censor raw information, that the wrong information would lead to the 
wrong public-policy solution. 

 
https://www.theepochtimes.com/james-okeefe-on-the-power-of-media-
and-the-publics-right-to-know-at-any-cost-american-thought-
leaders_2796908.html 

 

Facebook, Twitter, 

Amazon, Google  

Facebook Hypocrisy on Islamist Terror Videos 

 
Once again, against its own Community Standards, it seems Facebook is 
happy to allow content that glorifies and encourages Islamist terror while 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/james-okeefe-on-the-power-of-media-and-the-publics-right-to-know-at-any-cost-american-thought-leaders_2796908.html
https://www.theepochtimes.com/james-okeefe-on-the-power-of-media-and-the-publics-right-to-know-at-any-cost-american-thought-leaders_2796908.html
https://www.theepochtimes.com/james-okeefe-on-the-power-of-media-and-the-publics-right-to-know-at-any-cost-american-thought-leaders_2796908.html


continually shutting down organizations like Clarion fighting against this 
violence and its accompanying ideology. It should be noted that Facebook 
explicitly says content that exposes terrorism, crime etc. for the purpose of 
fighting it is allowed. 
 
https://clarionproject.org/facebook-lauding-islamist-terror-fine-with-us 

 

Amazon Now Banning Books Based on Political 
Content 

As recently as 2010, Amazon had an unambiguous free-speech policy: 
“Amazon believes it is censorship not to sell certain books simply because 
we or others believe their message is objectionable.” Now, Amazon is 
deciding which political views are acceptable and which are not. 
It continues to sell the bomb-making manual known as The Anarchist’s 
Cookbook, the Unabomber’s Manifesto, and justifications of terrorism 
by  Al-Qaida,  Osama Bin Laden, and  Hezbollah. It also sells black 
nationalist manifestos by  Elijah Muhammad,  Marcus Garvey, and  Louis 
Farrakhan. 
 
https://www.amren.com/news/2019/02/press-release-amazon-now-
banning-books-based-on-political-content/ 

 

 

Around the World 
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Austria 

Austria to turn refugee reception centres into 
departure centres 

There will no longer be initial reception centres for refugees in Austria, but 
there will be centers of departure. That’s what Austrian Interior Minister 
Herbert Kickl of the national-conservative FPÖ said at a press conference. 

https://voiceofeurope.com/2019/03/austria-to-turn-refugee-reception-

centres-into-departure-centres/ 

France 

A Project to Transform France 

"Making the yellow vests take the blame is an act cowardice [to avoid 
mentioning] Islamism. Asking people to march against anti-Semitism while 
cynically rejecting political parties in the name of a fantasy anti-fascism, 
but accepting to be at the side of parties that support killers [of Jews] is 
outrageous... It is Islamism that kills Jews in France. We must not forget it. 
Since 1945, every drop of Jewish blood that has flowed in France was shed 
by Islamism". 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13826/france-project-transform 

Germany 

New Law Banning Child Marriage Declared 
Unconstitutional 

German courts are increasingly deferring to Islamic law because either the 
plaintiffs or the defendants are Muslim. Critics say the cases — especially 
those in which German law has taken a back seat to Sharia law — reflect a 
dangerous encroachment of Islamic law into the German legal system. In 
November 2016, for instance, a court in Wuppertal ruled that seven 
Islamists who formed a vigilante patrol to enforce Sharia law on city streets 
did not break German law and were simply exercising their right to free 
speech. 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13444/germany-child-marriage-law 
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Mauritania 
 

The Bravest Man in Africa? 
 
Biram Dah Abeid, a prominent and fearless anti-slavery activist who has 
been jailed and tortured numerous times in his struggle to abolish slavery 
in the Islamic Republic of Mauritania announced his candidacy for their 
country’s presidency. “The problem is that Mauritania’s Arabs sincerely 
believe that blacks are inferior and are born to be slaves. They believe that 
a black man, woman or child’s place in life is to serve an Arab master, and 
it does not matter to them whether that black is a Christian, or fellow 
Muslim.” 
 
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273085/bravest-man-africa-stephen-
brown 
 

South Africa 

The Sky Over South Africa is Dark with Gathering 
Vultures 

White farmers in South Africa go back to the 1600s when their white 
ancestors drained the swamps, leveled the jungle, dispensed with malaria 
and other diseases, and build roads, railroads, homes, hospitals, airports, 
schools, and modern infrastructure whereby South Africa became a great 
nation—until greedy Blacks (with some greedy Whites) stole everything 
that wasn’t nailed down. The conditions are ripe for revolution as millions 
of Blacks and Whites are hungry, out of work, and living in shanties as they 
watch ANC leaders living behind gates in plush mansions, driving around in 
expensive Mercedes from which they dispense fistfuls of money out of their 
trunk to the low-level thugs. 

https://www.capitolhilloutsider.com/the-sky-over-south-africa-is-dark-with-
gathering-vultures/ 

United Kingdom 
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Al Qaeda chief's wife, 49, wins human rights battle 
after claiming UK airport police breached her 
privacy by stopping her for questioning  
 

The wife of an Al Qaeda chief had her human rights breached by UK airport 
police, European judges have ruled. Sylvie Beghal, 49, was stopped at East 
Midlands Airport while returning to Leicester after a visit to her husband 
Djamel Beghal in a French jail. The mother of three said she was detained 
without reasonable suspicion – violating her right to private and family 
life.  His wife is believed to have cost taxpayers more than a quarter of a 
million pounds in handouts since moving to the UK. 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6770225/Al-Qaeda-chiefs-wife-49-
wins-human-rights-battle.html 

 

Maajid Nawaz Pulls Race Card in Defense of ISIS 
Bride Shamina Begum 
 
Islam is not a race, as Maajid would have you believe, and Muslims, and 
Pakistanis in particular, are not under threat in the UK today. They have 
monopolized large areas of towns and cities, and they own the drug trades. 
They also head up the majority of rape and grooming gangs wherever they 
settle. They are protected by family and community. These rapists walk 
free in every town and city in the UK. Their faces are known and no one 
attacks them. Everyone is afraid of being called “racist” and 
“Islamophobic.” 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273044/maajid-nawaz-pulls-race-
card-defense-isis-bride-joshua-winston 

United States 

Niqab, Burqa, Hijab – Afghanistan Comes to the 
West 
Afghanistan keeps following me right into the West. Headlines abound 
daily—and there are women shrouded in burqas, hidden by Niqab, and set 
apart wearing Hijab on the streets of so many American cities. Minnesotans 
have just elected the country’s first Muslim, hijab-wearing woman to 
Congress. Michiganders have just elected another Muslim woman 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6770225/Al-Qaeda-chiefs-wife-49-wins-human-rights-battle.html
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who wore a Palestinian Arab dress known as a thobe as a way to proudly 
signify her roots. (When a Muslim does it, no question of dual loyalty is 
ever raised.) 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273059/niqab-burqa-hijab-

afghanistan-comes-west-phyllis-chesler 

Popular evangelical leader calls for Justice Dept. 
investigation of Omar for links to Muslim 
Brotherhood charities 

Like many who are witnessing the advance of the stealth jihad in Congress, 
popular evangelical leader and broadcaster, Laurie Cardoza-Moore, has 
launched a petition that is being signed by tens of thousands of people, to 
have Ilhan Omar investigated by the Justice Department for connections to 
the Muslim Brotherhood. Omar’s ties to Hamas-linked CAIR are already well 
known. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/03/popular-evangelical-leader-calls-for-

justice-dept-investigation-of-omar-for-links-to-muslim-brotherhood-charities 

Ilhan Omar Knows Exactly What She Is Doing 
 
If Pelosi can’t muster a powerful and unequivocal resolution condemning 
anti-Semitism, then Omar will have secured her political future and won a 
critical battle for the soul of the Democratic Party. At that point, the days 
when American Jews can live comfortably within the Democratic fold will 
be numbered. 
  
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/07/opinion/ilhan-omar-anti-
semitism.html 

Other Articles 
 

The Continued Resilience of Quiet America By 
Victor Davis Hanson 

Fifty years ago, the United States was facing crises and unrest on multiple 
fronts. Some predicted that internal chaos and revolution would unravel 
the nation. While the media highlights crime, protests, grievances, and civil 
disorder, a majority of Americans still go to work unbothered each day. 
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And in a rare society with a free market, constitutional government and 
individual freedom, people continue to do amazing things even amid the 
utter chaos around them. 

https://www.amgreatness.com/2019/03/06/the-continued-resilience-of-
quiet-america/ 

 
Manifesto of Freedom 
 

The free man seeks his own good first, but he does so that he may seek it 
for others as well.  Indeed, the free man is selfless enough to lay down his 
life for it.  As with love, freedom is not selfish, nor boastful, nor 
arrogant.  It seeks not to rule others, nor to take away anyone else's 
freedom, but rather to serve freedom's cause for everyone who will have it. 
Pity those who do not value freedom above all else, for to them, all else 
will soon be lost. 
 
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/03/a_manifesto_of_freedom.
html#ixzz5h22sqxUu  
 

The Strange Death of Europe: Muslims Never 
Become Part of a Host Country 

In Holland, Denmark and other countries across Europe, politicians who 
oppose mass immigration, exist in a state of permanent police protection, 
change their sleeping arrangements most nights and sometimes live on 
army bases. The politicians that remain politically correct ensure that 
Europe is the only place in the world that belongs to the world, not to 
Europeans. By the middle of this century, China will still look like China and 
India will look like India as well as Russia like Russia, but not Europe ever 
again. 

https://www.capitolhilloutsider.com/the-strange-death-of-europe-muslims-
never-become-part-of-a-host-country-part-7/ 
 

YouTubes 
CPAC 2019 - Candace Owens 
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The left has invested, they have infected and they infested culture at every 
single layer. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_oExoBW7eKk 

 
 

Video:  Candace Owens and Roseanne Barr Discuss 
#MeToo Movement 
 
On this world premiere of The Candace Owens Show, Candace sat down 
with Roseanne Barr to discuss #MeToo and the damage the totalitarian 
movement is perpetrating. Debunking the Left's white privilege/male 
predator mythology. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273066/video-candace-owens-and-

roseanne-barr-discuss-prager-university 

 

https://www.actforcanada.ca/donate/ 
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Without your help, our vital work in waging this battle 

of ideas would not be possible. Remember:  Freedom is 

never free. Please make a donation. 
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